Bible Engagement: Boxes
Year B, Pentecost 20
By Beth Barnett

This is Bible engagement for use with Hebrews 1:1-4; 2:5-12
This resource can be used in Early Word or Bible Reading times.
You will need:

•

•

•
•
•
•

Time required:

Plenty of small wooden cubes (available from craft
stores). Divide these in to groups of 20 cubes, and
place in 6-8 separate containers. Each tub contains a
different tower design suggestion.
12 cardboard boxes of increasing size, painted and
labelled as pictured: on the reverse side of every box
write ‘brothers and sisters’
Large ball of wool, labelled ‘Jesus’ (use sticker)
Text of Hebrews 1:1-4; 2:5-12 (NRSV) displayed on
screen or in hard copy and distributed among your
gathering.
A Reader
A Leader

Intro – 3 minutes
Bible – 5 minutes
Prayer – 1 minute

Summary:
Reading the opening to the letter of the Hebrews, boxes labelled with various
characters in Jewish cosmology are stacked up to show the order of the cosmos.
There is some discussion about where Jesus fits in and doesn’t fit in.
Then, in alignment with the conclusions of 2:12, the boxes are unstacked, turned
over to say ‘brothers and sisters’ and placed around a ball of wool labelled ‘Jesus’ in
the centre. Boxes are connected loosely with the wool.

Introduction
Today we are reading from the book of Hebrews.
We don’t know who wrote this part of the Bible. It doesn’t tell us.
And we don’t really know why it was written.
It’s not written as a letter, like many other parts of the Bible.
It doesn’t introduce itself – it just launches straight in with a History of Life, the
Universe and Everything – from a Jewish perspective.
It’s like a bunch of blank blocks, and it just starts putting things together, and we’re
not really sure what it’s going to mean.
So to help us get used to that idea, we have some collections of blank blocks. And
your task in your groups is to put the blocks together to build tower according to the
plan you’re been given.
Give a couple of minutes for the groups to construct their towers.
Call time and review each of the towers. Some will be more stable than others, some
taller, some more impressive. Encourage feedback and commentary from among the
gathering on the process and the results.

Suggested tower plans

Continue
There are lots of possible ways of putting these blocks together. And, looking around
at all the things in the world, in the universe, there are lots of different ways of seeing
them in relation to each other. Is there an order for all the things that exist? Are some
things more important than others? Are some people more important than others.
This first part of the book of Hebrews starts out by explaining the way ancient Jewish
people thought the Universe was ordered.
Who was at the top and who was at the bottom.
Who was the most important, and who was the least.
Who was the boss of who, and who they were the boss of, and who they were the
boss of…all the way down to whoever was the boss of no one.
Here’s an example:
Sun, moon, stars, angels, earth, men, women, children, wild animals, farm animals,
insects, fish, plants, dirt, water.
It gets pretty complicated as the writer tries to explain how everything works, so to
help us keep track of the order that they thought things went in – from most
important and biggest boss, down to the lowest-boss-of-nobody, we have all of the
things the writer talks about written on these boxes. As we hear which things are the
boss of which things, we are going to stack the boxes that are the boss, on top of the
boxes they are the boss of.

The names of the different characters in the cosmos are highlighted in our reading. –
so we’ll all call those out as we come to them.
Call for some volunteer box builders of various ages and sizes to work together on
the construction.
Work slowly through the passage with your prepared reader reading and pausing on
the highlighted words. Coach the building team to find the box with the matching
colour and label with each thing that arises in the text.
When it comes to the final lines in which all things are under one father and are
brothers and sister, dismantle the stack, and rearrange the boxes all on the floor in a
circle around the central ball of wool, labelled ‘Jesus’. Use the wool to loosely
connect the boxes.

Prayer:
God of all things
High and low,
Mighty and small,
Over the top and under the radar
We are all just yours
Reordered by Jesus
You have taken down the towers of power
And reshuffled us in your love and grace
Making us brothers and sisters together in you.
Thank you
May we live on this even, solid, right and just floor of grace together
Honouring you.
Amen

